Monte Carlo tree search algorithms, such as UCT, select the best-root-child as a result of an iterative search process consistent with path dependency. Recent work has provided parallel methods that make the search process faster. However, these methods violate the path-dependent nature of the sequential UCT process. Here, a more rapid search thus results in a higher search overhead. The cost thereof is a lower time efficiency. The concept of virtual loss is proposed to compensate for this cost. In this paper, we study the role of virtual loss. Therefore, we conduct an empirical analysis of two methods for lock-free tree parallelization, viz. one without virtual loss and one with the virtual loss. We use the UCT algorithm in the High Energy Physics domain. In particular, we methodologically evaluate the performance of the both methods for a broad set of configurations regarding search overhead and time efficiency. The results show that using virtual loss for lock-free tree parallelization still degrades the performance of the algorithm. Contrary to what we aimed at.
INTRODUCTION
Since its inception in 2006 (Coulom, 2006) , the Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm has acquired much interest among optimization researchers. MCTS is a sampling algorithm that uses simulation results to guide itself through the search space, obviating the need for domain-dependent heuristics. Starting with the game of Go, an Asian board game (Chaslot et al., 2008a) , MCTS has achieved accomplishments in different domains such as High Energy Physics (HEP) (Kuipers et al., 2013; Ruijl et al., 2014) . The success of MCTS depends on the balance between exploitation (look in areas which appear to be promising) and exploration (look in areas that have not been well sampled yet). The most popular algorithm in the MCTS family which addresses this dilemma is the Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) for Trees (UCT) (Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006) .
At each iteration, MCTS adds a new node to a tree by first selecting a path inside the tree and then using Monte Carlo simulations. This iterative process is path-dependent which means that the outcomes of previous iterations guide the future selections. Recently, several studies have addressed the topic of making parallel methods for MCTS such as tree, root, and leaf parallelizations. Here we focus on tree parallelization that distributes different iterations of MCTS among parallel workers. Therefore, it has to violate the path dependency feature of sequential MCTS to make the algorithm faster.
In tree parallelization, the performance is decreasing when increasing the number of parallel workers. It is widely believed that the performance loss is due to redundant search being done by separate parallel workers (i.e., Search Overhead) (Chaslot et al., 2008a) . Therefore, a method called virtual loss is proposed for a lock-based tree parallelizations to force parallel workers to traverse different paths inside the MCTS tree. However, virtual loss then affects the balance between exploitation and exploration in UCT algorithm (Chaslot et al., 2008a) .
In this paper, we evaluate the benefit of using the virtual loss in lock-free (instead of locked-based) tree parallelizations for a full configuration of exploitation/exploration factors in UCT and parallel worker threads. The result is reported concerning search overhead and time efficiency.
The main contribution of this paper is to conduct a methodological evaluation of using virtual loss for lock-free tree parallelization, regarding search overhead (SO) and time efficiency (Eff). The algorithms are evaluated in problems from the High Energy Physics domain. Our goal is to find a trade-off between SO and Eff. The follow-up research would be to optimize the trade-off for efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses the required background information. Section 3 discusses related work. Section 4 gives the experimental setup, together with the experimental results. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 5.
BACKGROUND
Below we provide some background information on MCTS (Section 2.1) and the Horner schemes (Section 2.2).
Monte Carlo Tree Search
A search tree is the main building block of the MCTS algorithm. Each node of the tree represents a position in the search space. The algorithm constructs the search tree incrementally, expanding one node in each iteration (see Figure 1 ). Each iteration has four steps (Chaslot et al., 2008b) . (1) In the selection step, beginning at the root of the tree, child nodes are selected successively according to a selection criterion until a leaf node is reached. (2) In the expansion step, unless the selected leaf node ends the game, a random unexplored child of the leaf node is added to the tree.
(3) In the simulation step (also called playout step), the remainder of the path to a final state is completed by playing random moves. In the end, a score ∆ is obtained that signifies the score of the chosen path through the state space. (4) In the back-propagation step (also called backup step), the ∆ value is propagated back through the traversed path in the tree, which updates the average score (win rate) of a node. The number of times that each node in this path is visited is incremented by one. Figure 1 shows the general MCTS algorithm. Below we discuss the UCT algorithm (2.1.1), tree parallelization (2.1.2), search overhead (2.1.3), and time efficiency (2.1.4).
The UCT Algorithm
The UCT algorithm provides a solution for the problem of exploitation (look into existing promising areas) and exploration (look for new promising areas) in the selection phase of the MCTS algorithm (Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006) . A child node j is selected to maximize:
where X j = w j n j , w j is the number of wins in child j, n j is the number of times child j has been visited, n is the number of times the parent node has been visited, and C p ≥ 0 is a constant. The first term in UCT equation is for exploitation and the second one is for exploration. The level of exploration of the UCT algorithm can be adjusted by the C p constant. (High C p means more exploration.) 
Tree Parallelization
In tree parallelization one MCTS tree is shared among several threads that are performing simultaneous searches (Chaslot et al., 2008a) . The main challenge in this method is using data locks to prevent data corruption. A lock-free implementation of this algorithm addresses the problem as mentioned earlier with better scaling than a locked approach (Enzenberger and Müller, 2010). Therefore, in our implementation of tree parallelization, locks are removed. Figure 2 shows the tree parallelization algorithm without locks.
Here we note that in tree parallelization with local locks, it is still possible that different threads traverse the tree in mostly the same way. This phenomenon causes thread contention when two different threads visit the same node concurrently, and one thread is waiting for a lock that is currently being held by another thread. Increasing the number of threads exacerbate this problem. (Chaslot et al., 2008a) suggested a solution to assign a temporary virtual loss (a marker) to a node when a thread selects it (Chaslot et al., 2008a) . Without the marker, there is a higher chance for thread contention.
Implementing of the virtual loss is straight forward. A thread is selecting a path inside the tree to find a leaf node. It is reducing the UCT value of all of the nodes that belong to the path, assuming that the playout from the leaf node results in a loss. Therefore, The virtual loss will inspire other threads to traverse different paths and avoid contention. A thread removes the assigned virtual loss immediately before the backup step when updating the nodes with the real playout result. It is worth mentioning that tree parallelization with virtual loss is more explorative compared to plain tree parallelization because the virtual loss encourages different threads to explore different parts of the tree regardless of the value of C p . Regarding the virtual loss, UCT(j) decreases as more threads select node j, which encourage other threads to favor other nodes. 
Search Overhead
Parallel MCTS usually expands more nodes (i.e., more playouts) in the tree than the sequential MCTS.
In this paper, we define search overhead as SO = number of playouts in parallel number of playouts in sequential − 1.
Time Efficiency
Parallel MCTS that has more search overhead is less time efficient. In this paper, we define time efficiency as E f f = time in sequential number of workers in parallel · time in parallel .
Horner Schemes
Horner's rule is an algorithm for polynomial computation that reduces the number of multiplications and results in a computationally efficient form. For a polynomial in one variable p(x) = a n x n + a n−1 x n−1 + ... + a 0 ,
the rule simply factors out powers of x. Thus, the polynomial can be written in the form p(x) = ((a n x + a n−1 )x + ...)x + a 0 .
This representation reduces the number of multiplication to n and has n additions. Therefore, the total evaluation cost of the polynomial is 2n. Horner's rule can be generalized for multivariate polynomials. Here, Eq. 3 applies on a polynomial for each variable, treating the other variables as constants. The order of choosing variables may be different, each order of the variables is called a Horner scheme.
The number of operations can be reduced even more by performing common subexpression elimination (CSE) after transforming a polynomial with Horner's rule. CSE creates new symbols for each subexpression that appears twice or more and replaces them inside the polynomial. Then, the subexpression has to be computed only once. (Chaslot et al., 2008a) reported that tree parallelization with local locks and virtual loss performs as well as root parallelization in the game of Go. However, (Sephton et al., 2014) suggested that adding a virtual loss to tree parallelization with local locks has almost no effect on the performance for the game of Lords of War. (Soejima et al., 2010) also analyzed the performance of root parallelism in detail. The authors found that a majority voting scheme gives a better performance than the conventional approach of playing the move with the greatest total number of visits across all trees. They suggested that the findings in (Chaslot et al., 2008a) are explained by the fact that root parallelism performs a shallower search, making it easier for UCT to escape from local optima than the deeper search conducted by plain UCT. In root parallelism, each process does not build a search tree larger than the sequential UCT. Moreover, each process has a local tree that contains characteristics which differ from tree to tree. Recently, (Teytaud and Dehos, 2015) proposed a new idea by distinguishing between tactical behavior and strategic behavior. They transferred the RAVE (Rapid Action Value Estimate) ideas as developed by (Gelly and Silver, 2007) , from the selection phase to the simulation step. This transfer implied that by influencing the tree policy also the Monte-Carlo policy is influenced. It leads to a different search method.
RELATED WORK

EMPIRICAL STUDY
In this section, the experimental setup is described (4.1), followed by the experimental results (4.2) and a discussion (4.3).
Experimental Setup
We perform a sensitivity analysis of C p on the number of iterations for different thread configurations for one expression, namely HEP(σ) which is a polynomial from HEP domain with 15 variables (Kuipers et al., 2013) .
The plain UCT algorithm and parallel methods are implemented in C++. Each data point represents the average of 20 runs.
In our experiments, the maximum number of playouts is 10,240. Throughout the experiments, the number of threads is multiplied by a factor of two.
The results are measured on a dual socket machine with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2596v2 processors running at 2.40GHz. Each processor has 12 cores, 24 hyperthreads and 30 MB L3 cache. Each physical core has 256KB L2 cache. The pack TurboBoost frequency is 3.2 GHz. The machine has 192GB physical memory. Intel's icc 14.0.1 compiler is used to compile the program.
Experimental Results
Below we provide our experimental results. Figure  3 shows the SO of both methods. With four tokens (a parallel thread can run each token) both methods have similar SO for all values for C p . However, plain tree parallelization has smaller SO than tree parallelization with the virtual loss on all points. Figure 4 shows the Eff of each method. We see that plain tree parallelization outperforms tree parallelization with the virtual loss in almost all tokens for all values of C p . The only exception is when the number of tokens is 4 and C p is 0 and 0.3.
Discussion
It is interesting that adding virtual loss degrades the performance of lock-free tree parallelization in the selected problems. This outcome may be due to the several factors. We mention two of them. (1) Virtual loss enables parallel threads to search different parts of the shared tree, thus reducing the synchronization overhead caused by using the locks (Soejima et al., 2010) . However, when the algorithm is lockfree, there is not such an overhead. (2) Virtual loss disturbs the exploitation/exploration balance of UCT algorithm. With these ideas we look again at Figures 3 and 4.
CONCLUSION
We investigated the virtual loss method for lock-free tree parallelization and showed that the virtual loss method suffered from a high search overhead, which downsized the performance, thus the efficiency. Our most important observations include: (1) In tree parallelization, search overhead is increased and time efficiency is decreased when increasing the number of parallel worker threads, (2) In a case that virtual loss is used, there is almost no improvement in search overhead and time efficiency. Originally virtual loss was designed to improve the performance of lockbased tree parallelization for the game of Go. However, our preliminary results using an application from High Energy Physic domain shows that lock-free tree parallelization can achieve better performances by a lower search overhead and a higher efficiency without using virtual loss. If this trend continues then this new setting (without virtual loss) is to be preferred.
